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MASAYA, Nicaragua: Nicaraguan protesters fired
homemade mortars to fend off a police crackdown
Saturday in new unrest that left at least six people
dead, including a US citizen, as the opposition renewed
calls for President Daniel Ortega’s resignation. But
Ortega, the man who has dominated the Central
American country’s politics for the past four decades,
only appeared to dig in deeper, defying seven weeks of
anti-government protests that have left more than 100
people dead and are turning increasingly violent.

In the city of Masaya, once a bastion of support for
Ortega’s leftist Sandinista
movement, residents put up
barricades to keep out riot
police and protect them-
selves from what they said
were police and paramilitary
snipers positioned around a
central neighborhood. Five
people were killed in the city,
including a 15-year-old boy,
according to the Nicaraguan
Association for the
Protection of Human Rights
(ANPDH). “The blood spilled
in Masaya has made it a day of mourning and pain for
those citizens who simply wanted to exercise their right
to protest,” the head of the rights group, Alvaro Leiva,
told AFP. “We are facing a situation of profound crisis
in terms of human rights violations.” A police intelli-
gence officer was also among the victims, he said.

Separately, US Ambassador Laura Dogu said an
American citizen had been killed overnight in the capi-
tal, Managua. The ANPDH identified him as Sixto Henry
Viera, 48, and said he was reportedly killed by a pro-
government mob. The police meanwhile reported loot-
ing, fires and riots in at least six cities, including
Managua and Masaya, blaming “rightwing groups” -
though in at least some of the cities, residents said the

security forces themselves were responsible for the
destruction.

Urban battleground 
Masaya, a city of just over 100,000 people, resonat-

ed with gun and mortar fire as residents vowed to fight
back the security forces they blame for killing innocent
protesters, as well as government supporters they say
have been looting and pillaging. Holed up in a police
station and other strategic spots, police returned fire
with tear gas and, allegedly, live ammunition. Jonhatan

Jose, 47, said his neighbor
was shot and killed. “They
are attacking the Nicaraguan
people. They put a bullet in
my neighbor’s chest this
morning,” he told AFP. “It
was a sniper... You can tell by
the size of the hole - big... He
must have been about 23
years old, with a son who
was three or four.”

One focal point in the
unrest was a burned-out
artisans’ market. The govern-

ment said residents had torched it, and that security
forces were sent into the city at the request of small
business owners who lost everything. Residents called
that a lie; they said riot police burned the building
themselves in an attempt to justify the crackdown,
which led to 31 arrests. The street battles shut down
any semblance of normal life in the city.

As hundreds of youths gathered at the barricades
brandishing homemade mortars, machetes, rocks and
slingshots, other residents sheltered in their homes in
terror. At her family-owned grocery store, 49-year-old
Vanesa - who declined to give her last name, fearing for
her safety - choked up as she described hiding out with
her three children and grandson. “I’m hopeless, heart-

broken, I don’t have words to describe it,” she said.
“The situation is horrible. Horrible, horrible, horrible.”

Long fight 
Protesters have a single demand, said Azhalea Solis,

an opposition leader: “Get rid of Ortega’s government
immediately.” But the 72-year-old president looks
ready for a long fight. On Wednesday, a Mother’s Day
march in support of mothers who have lost children in
the violence was met with gunfire that left at least 16

people dead. Former Ortega ally Henry Ruiz - who was
a commander in the Sandinista guerrilla army when it
overthrew the dictator Anastasio Somoza in 1979,
bringing Ortega to power - warned the country to
brace for more. “There is abundant evidence that
Ortega will dig in militarily to fight back and strengthen
his hand for negotiations,” he said in an opinion column.
Ortega, who was voted out of office in 1990 and
returned to power in 2007, is now serving a third term
that is due to end in 2022. — AFP 
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VILNIUS: Some 18,000 troops from 19 mostly
NATO countries began annual US-led military exer-
cises in Poland and the Baltic states on Sunday to
boost combat readiness on the alliance’s eastern flank
as it faces an increasingly assertive Russia. The eighth
Saber Strike maneuvers, which run until June 15, come
after it was revealed Poland is considering a proposal
to welcome a permanent deployment of US troops to
the country.

A Polish defense ministry “information document”
emerged this week showing that Warsaw could spend
between $1.5 to $2 billion to help cover the cost of
stationing a US tank unit in Poland. The proposal trig-
gered immediate criticism from Moscow, with the
Kremlin insisting that any such deployment “will not
benefit in any way the security and stability on the
continent”. The US has ramped up its presence on
NATO’s eastern flank and notably Poland since
Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea from Ukraine.

The United States leads a multi-national NATO
battle group in Poland.  Germany, Britain and Canada
command three others in nearby Baltic states
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, where Saber Strike
maneuvers are planned. “They (NATO battalions)
will be specifically tested during Saber Strike, it
demonstrates the alliance commitment to one anoth-
er,” US Brigadier General Richard Coffman told offi-
cials at Sunday ceremonies in the Lithuanian capital
Vilnius launching the exercises. The exercises
demonstrate “the enhanced flexibility of ground and
air forces to rapidly respond to a crisis. This allows
for the right presence where we need it,” he said,
adding that “we are fully capable to conduct com-
bined and joined operations.”

Cementing ties 
Speaking in Warsaw on Monday, NATO Secretary

General Jens Stoltenberg said he expected leaders at
a July NATO summit in Brussels to “make decisions
on reinforcement, readiness and military mobility” of
forces in Europe, particularly with regard to the four
battle groups deployed since 2016. The US army also
set up a new European headquarters in Poland in May
2017 to command some 6,000 of its troops deployed
in NATO and Pentagon operations in the region.

The move was one of the largest deployments of
US forces in Europe since the Cold War and was
meant to reassure NATO’s easternmost allies spooked
by Russia’s frequent military exercises near their bor-
ders and the Crimea annexation. Further cementing
strong defense ties with Washington, Poland signed a
$4.75-billion contract in March to purchase a US-
made Patriot anti-missile system, in its largest-ever
weapons deal.

Moscow complained about the prospect of the
deployment of Patriot systems in Poland and Romania,
which it says violates a 1987 arms treaty and could be
tailored to shoot missiles at Russia. In February,
Lithuania accused Russia of permanently deploying
nuclear-capable Iskander ballistic missiles to its
Kaliningrad exclave. This year’s Saber Strike maneu-
vers will be partly held in this sensitive region. —AFP 
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MASAYA: A demonstrator fires a home-made mortar against riot police during protests in the Monimbo neighbor-
hood on Saturday. — AFP 
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LJUBLJANA: Slovenians voted yesterday in an early elec-
tion which was set to see Janez Jansa’s anti-immigration
party emerge as victor after four years of center-left rule.
The last poll published by the Dnevnik newspaper had
Jansa’s Slovenian Democrats (SDS) on just over 25 percent,
well clear of its nearest rivals the Social Democrats, who
were on 12 percent. Early turnout was slightly up on four
years ago at 17.3 percent from 15.4 percent just after 0900
GMT and an apathetic showing was expected to bolster
Jansa’s chances.

However, with more than 40 percent of those surveyed
saying they either had not decided or would not reveal their
preference, all bets were off in the eurozone country of two
million. Jansa’s combative personality, strident anti-immigra-
tion rhetoric and alliance with Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban dominated the closing stages of the campaign.
In the final TV debate on Thursday, Jansa effectively traded
barbs with comedian-turned-politician Marjan Sarec.

Sarec’s “anti-system” LMS party is on 11.9 percent in
Dnevnik’s poll, a weaker showing than earlier in the cam-
paign but one which could yet leave him well placed to play
kingmaker if borne out. The SMC party of outgoing Prime
Minister Miro Cerar - whose shock resignation in March
prompted Sunday’s poll - was on just 9.3 percent. Cerar
threw in the towel after months of public-sector strikes and

internal wrangling within his coalition, with the last straw
coming when a supreme court verdict on a flagship infra-
structure project went against the government. Some 1.7
million Slovenians are eligible to vote for 90 members of
parliament. Polling stations were to close at 7 pm (1700
GMT), with the first results expected yesterday evening.

Fear of migrants 
Even if Jansa’s SDS party comes out ahead, he may still

find it difficult to put together a majority in parliament. The
parties in the outgoing coalition - the Social Democrats, the
SMC and the pensioners’ party DESUS - have all ruled out
collaborating with the SDS. Sarec also recently told AFP
that “spreading fear (of migrants) and getting the prime
minister of a neighboring country (Orban) involved in our
elections has crossed all red lines and I and our members do
not see ourselves in such a constellation”. Last month Orban
said an SDS victory “would ensure the survival of the
Slovenian people”. According to Slovenian media reports,
Jansa’s media campaign has also been boosted by invest-
ments totalling some two million euros ($2.3 million) from
Hungarian media companies in a TV station and newspaper
co-owned by SDS. Sarec and other opponents say this may
be a violation of campaign finance laws but SDS insist the
investments are above board.

Instability ahead? 
Jansa’s political career stretches back to the country’s

struggle for independence from Yugoslavia and has already
seen its fair share of drama. In 2013 he was forced to step
down from a second term as prime minister over a corrup-
tion scandal and competed in the 2014 elections from jail -
the verdict was later overturned. Like rightwing leaders
elsewhere he has adopted a combative presence on Twitter

and has used it to defend his alliance with Orban. “Thanks
to its (migration) policy, Hungary is a safe country while
Belgium, due to its wrong policy, isn’t,” read a recent tweet
from Jansa, who first served as prime minister from 2004-
08. Almost 500,000 migrants crossed Slovenia in late 2015
and early 2016 along the so-called Balkan route. During the
campaign, Jansa effectively evoked memories of the crisis to
his advantage despite the fact that all but a handful of the
migrants continued to northern Europe. For the first time in
over a decade, elections will take place against a backdrop
of strong economic growth rather than financial crisis or
recession.—AFP 
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CARACAS: Venezuela was freeing a second group of
jailed opponents of President Nicolas Maduro on
Saturday after admonishing them for alleged violent
crimes against the socialist government. The releases fol-
lowed Maduro’s re-election at a poll last month that was
condemned by Western nations as a farce cementing an
autocracy in the South American OPEC member. Casting
them as a peace gesture, the government said 40
activists were being released on Saturday, after 39 were
freed on Friday.

Many had participated in protests against Maduro in
2014 and 2017 that turned violent killing around 170
people. Campaigners say the government inflated the list
of releases by adding the names of some people who had
already been freed and others who are not political pris-
oners. Local rights group Penal Forum said only 39
activists were among the total freed over the two days.
The best-known among Saturday’s releases were politi-
cians Wilmer Azuaje and Gilber Caro, plus Raul Baduel,
the son of a dissident former general, opposition sources
said. “I am so happy, so grateful to God, that this day has
come because after more than a year my family reunites,”
Azuaje’s wife Kelly told Reuters. “The battle goes on for
all the other separated families, for Venezuela, for a bet-
ter future.” Foes of Maduro say the releases, while wel-
come, are insufficient given another roughly 300 people
are in jail on what the opposition says are trumped up
charges intended to stifle dissent.

Some of those released on Saturday were paraded
stony-faced at the colonial-era Yellow House that is
home to the Foreign Ministry in Caracas. “We require
from you a commitment to abandoning political vio-
lence, hatred and intolerance forever,” senior official
Delcy Rodriguez told them in video broadcast on
state TV. —Reuters 
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PAHOA, Hawaii: National Guard troops, police and fire-
fighters ushered the last group of evacuees from homes on
the eastern tip of Hawaii’s Big Island early on Saturday,
hours before lava from the Kilauea volcano cut off road
access to the area, officials said. A stream of lava as wide
as three football fields flowed over a highway near a junc-
tion at Kapoho, a seaside community of rebuilt after a
destructive eruption of Kilauea in 1960. The lava flow left
Kapoho and the adjacent development of Vacationland cut
off from the rest of the island by road, according to the
Hawaii County Civil Defense agency.

Also, lava destroyed a freshwater lake, boiling away all
of the water in it, the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
reported late Saturday, local time. “Lava entered Green
Lake within Kapoho Crater, producing a large steam
plume ... A Hawaiian County Fire Department overflight
reported that the lava filled the lake and apparently evapo-
rated all the water,” the report said. Authorities since
Wednesday had been urging residents of the area to leave
before lava spewing from a volcanic fissure at the eastern
foot of Kilauea reached the area. 

The final phase of the evacuation was carried out late
on Friday and early Saturday by fire and police depart-
ment personnel, with help from the Hawaii National Guard
and public works teams, county civil defense spokes-
woman Janet Snyder told Reuters by email. An estimated
500 people live in the Kapoho area, but Snyder said it was
not immediately clear how many residents, if any, chose to
stay behind. Another 2,000 people have already been
evacuated from Leilani Estates, an area further west where
dozens of homes have been devoured or cut off by rivers

of lava streaming over the landscape since May 3. For
those whose homes have been unscathed, the prolonged
strain of uncertainty has grown increasingly difficult.

Living on edge
“We’re waiting for Pele to make the decision,” said

Steve Kirkpatrick, a retired mailman and 14-year resident
of Leilani Estates, referring to the volcano goddess of
Hawaiian myth. His home was still intact but in harm’s way.
“You go for three weeks and you think everything is fine,
and then you can still lose your house,” Kirkpatrick told
Reuters as he and his wife, Kathy, ventured back to their
community to help friends move out. “As the lava expands,
so has the anxiety,” she said, the low, jet-like sound of lava
spouting from the ground audible in the distance.

Lava was not the only challenge posed by the eruption.
Toxic sulfur dioxide gas emissions have created an addi-
tional hazard. So too have airborne volcanic glass fibers,
called “Pele’s hair,” wispy strands produced by lava foun-
tains and carried aloft by the wind. One resident, Nancy
Avery, said the glass strands hurt like paper cuts, slicing
into her fingers and feet, toes exposed because she wore
only sandals. She tried to pick up a strand but, “It just kind
of melted into my skin and cut me. It’s so sharp, it feels like
the glass is still in there.”—Reuters 
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Hawaii Volcano Observatory geologist docu-
ments the fissure 8 flow on Hawaii’s Big Island
on June 1, 2018. —AFP 

SENTILJ, Slovenia: Janez Jansa, former Slovenian
Prime Minister and President of Slovenian
Democratic Party (SDS), flanked by his wife Urska
Bacovnik, casts his ballot at a polling station in
this small village near Velenje yesterday. — AFP 


